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Abstract The psychosocial issues and challenges for young people with a dual diagnosis of type 1 diabetes and
coeliac disease and their parents have been researched and uncertainties within screening and diagnostic processes
are documented. However, the experiences of healthcare professionals working with this group have to date
remained unexplored. A cross sectional design, using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis, was used to
understand the experiences of Health Care Professional’s who work with children with a dual diagnosis and the
meanings they assign to their experiences. Twelve healthcare professionals (paediatricians, gastroenterologists,
nurses, dieticians) from three paediatric healthcare teams were interviewed about their experiences to explore the
challenges, rewards and concerns in the role. Three superordinate themes emerged: ‘connection and burden’;
‘diagnoses together, but separate and uneven’; and ‘sitting with certain uncertainty and complexity’. Themes
represent participants’ connection to the experience of patients and increasing patient burden; a sense of disparity in
managing the two conditions; uncertainty and complexity with the dual diagnosis, and a repertoire of coping
strategies utilised. Interpretations of participants’ stories suggest that positive aspects of the role (i.e., making a
difference, improving health and reducing risk) along with coping strategies serve to buffer the challenges of
working with this client group. The study offers insight primarily into the challenges and coping responses of
healthcare professionals working with the coeliac disease/ type 1 diabetes dual diagnoses. Recommendations include
a dual review clinic (for type 1 diabetes and coeliac disease) and further support for staff. Additional research on
psychosocial aspects of this dual diagnosis would support healthcare professionals in their role and service
development.
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1. Introduction
With increasing emphasis on extending wellness and
improving health, the Department of Health (DH) recognise
that healthcare provision is becoming more complex with
fresh challenges for professionals [1]. Complexity is
pertinent to the area of long-term conditions, which are
acknowledged to be challenging for healthcare professionals
(HCPs), [2]. Caring for individuals with long-term health
conditions requires a range of skills, which fall outside the
traditional biomedical model of prevention, diagnosis and
treatment [3]. Interventions are often rooted in patient
self-management, which healthcare providers play a key

role in facilitating [4], however this role can be complex
[5].
Exposure to on-going difficulties experienced by
patients with long-term conditions may increase anxiety,
feelings of professional inadequacy and emotional burden
amongst clinical staff [6]. Burnout, a syndrome of
emotional exhaustion [7] has been reported within
healthcare professions. The additional energy required to
provide compassion and empathy to individuals with
chronic illnesses can have an emotional cost, which
emphasises the importance of professionals’ self-care [8].
Furthermore, to avoid burnout, it is important for
clinicians to draw satisfaction from supporting patients in
managing long-term conditions as opposed to being able
to cure them [3].
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A further challenge for staff in working with long-term
conditions is the nature of uncertainty. The inability to
abolish uncertainty in healthcare may create difficult
challenges for clinicians and patients [9], amongst
clinicians, treating individuals with multiple, coexisting
health conditions has been associated with feelings of loss
of control [10].
Studies discussing the experiences of HCPs caring for
children with long-term illness highlight concerns about:
sharing illness information [11]; the child and family’s coping
abilities [12] and capacity for illness self-management
[13]. In addition, providing care within the complex
relationships that can emerge between families and
multiple services may create further challenges [14]. Two
long-term conditions that are common during childhood
are type 1 diabetes (T1D) and coeliac disease (CD).
The prevalence of CD in children with T1D is reported
at between 5-7 times higher than the general population
[15]. Children with a dual diagnosis of T1D and CD
(hereafter referred to as dual diagnosis) usually present
with asymptomatic or ‘silent’ CD [16]. Therefore, CD is
likely to go undiagnosed unless children are screened [17].
The European Society for Paediatric Gastroenterology,
Hepatology, and Nutrition (ESPGHAN) advise that
children with an increased risk for CD should be screened
[18]. Even if asymptomatic, those children testing positive
are recommended to follow a GFD.
Psychosocial issues, including depression, anxiety,
social withdrawal and lower quality of life, have been
reported for young people with T1D [19,20,21] and
emotional distress among parents [22,23,24]. Adherence
difficulties, restrictions of activities and negative
emotional responses (e.g., anger, feeling misunderstood)
are documented for young people with CD [25,26].
Adhering to the GFD is in itself associated with
psychosocial difficulties [27]. Thus, it seems plausible that
the experience of managing the two conditions, a dual
diagnosis, would magnify these challenges. The challenges
faced by young people with a dual diagnosis and their
parents has been explored in a qualitative study [28,
unpublished data]. The nature of chronicity and variability
with the diagnoses was linked to burden. A theme of
protection and loss emerged, threatening future hopes and
expectations for parents and adolescents, loss was
associated with the adolescents‘ relationship with food
and parental protection from future health complications.
It is unclear if CD and the GFD have implications for
blood glucose control in T1D [29,30,31]. The evidence
remains equivocal, thereby increasing the complexity of
managing both conditions. Studies of the long term risks
of untreated CD in children with T1D are also
inconclusive, raising controversy for HCPs regarding
optimum management [32,33]. The costs and benefits of
screening and the additional burden of recommending a
GFD (particularly to those asymptomatic for CD) have
been discussed [33]. Challenges associated with the
diagnostic process include the ethics of screening,
requirement for sound information and support for
patients and families [34].
Available literature provides evidence of the challenges
for HCPs delivering care to those with chronic conditions,
notably working with uncertainty, a lack of control and the
need to promote self-management for patients. The
challenges facing children and their parents associated

with T1D and CD include daily, life-long selfmanagement, which can create physical and psychosocial
complications that HCPs are required to identify and
support. Therefore, besides the medical complications
presented by this group, psychosocial issues add to the
complexity for young people, their parents and HCPs [35].
Furthermore, the dual diagnosis can bring additional
complexity associated with screening practices and
recommendations. To date, the experiences of HCPs
working with children and young people with a dual
diagnosis remain unexplored. The current study explores
the experiences of HCPs, working in multi-disciplinary
teams with children and young people with a dual
diagnosis, with the hope of furthering the understanding of
this area of healthcare, potentially enhancing staff and
service support.

2. Methodology
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) is a
qualitative approach which explores how individuals make
sense of their personal and social world [36]. IPA was
chosen so as to gain an understanding of what it is like for
HCPs to work with children and young people with a dual
diagnosis and the meanings they assign to their
experiences.

2.1. Participants
Participants (n=12; response rate 40%) were HCPs (of
all healthcare disciplines) working in three multidisciplinary
teams in the National Health Service (NHS) with children
with a dual diagnosis of T1D and CD. Participants were
required to have worked in this area for a minimum of
three months (to allow them sufficient experience of
working with a dual diagnosis to allow for meaningful
reflection in interviews).
Table 1. Participant Demographics
Pseudonym

Profession

Team

Fran

Dietician

Diabetes

Charlotte

Dietician

Diabetes

Mandy

Dietician

Diabetes

Ann

Paediatrician

Diabetes

Sophie

Paediatrician

Diabetes

Kate

Consultant Paediatrician

Diabetes

Sam

Consultant Paediatrician

Diabetes

Ashley

Consultant Paediatrician

Diabetes

Clare

Specialist Diabetes Nurse

Diabetes

Specialist Diabetes Nurse
Diabetes
Consultant
Paediatric
Gastroenterology
Chris
Gastroenterologist
Consultant
Paediatric
Gastroenterology
Alex
Gastroenterologist
Additional demographics (including age and number of years working in
this area) were collected, however not reported here so as to protect
participant anonymity.
Rachel

2.2. Services
Due to the risk that some findings generated by the
research could be attributed to influences of the service,
participants were recruited from three services in separate
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geographical locations across England and Scotland. All
have paediatric diabetes teams working in close liaison
with gastroenterology teams. Children and young people
with a dual diagnosis were managed by their respective
diabetes teams for both conditions across all participating
sites, with additional input provided by the gastroenterologist
in the case of further gastro-related complications, which
is the usual service provision for these dual diagnosis
patients. Participant demographics are shown in Table 1.

2.3. Materials
Key themes from the literature on working with longterm illness were used to guide the development of initial
questions, forming a list of open ended questions for the
interview schedule. A dietician (not involved in this
research) from the charity Coeliac UK, with experience of
the dual diagnosis field, reviewed the interview schedule
to assess the relevance and suitability of questions. In
concordance with IPA principles, the interview schedule
was used flexibly, to guide the exploration of experiences
and meaning-making of participants, whilst following
their concerns and ideas elicited during the interviews.

2.4. Procedure
Individual, semi-structured interviews (approximately
60 minutes) were conducted in participants’ places of
work and participants were debriefed after interviews.
Each participant completed one interview.

2.5. Analysis
IPA data analysis by researcher (VH) followed the
approach detailed by Smith et al. [37]. A brief outline of
this approach includes:
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1) Listening to interviews/ reading transcripts to note
initial observations.
2) Line by line analysis of data (including descriptive,
conceptual and linguistic details).
3) Developing emerging themes based on exploratory
comments (including convergence and divergence).
4) Mapping connections between themes.
5) Putting aside these themes and connections in order
to move on to the next transcript, analysing this
independently (repeating steps 1-5 for each case).
6) Exploring connections or individuality between cases,
assessing prominent themes, possible relabelling of
themes.
Credibility was boosted by cross-checking coding with
academic researchers (GUL and RH), who independently
coded samples from three transcripts, which was then
discussed with all researchers in a process of exploring
concordance and disagreement of themes and
interpretations. A sample transcript was additionally
cross-checked by a University-based IPA analysis group.
Throughout the analysis process, emerging themes were
discussed in supervision and with the IPA analysis group.
Resulting super-ordinate and subthemes were sent to the
lead clinicians from each site for their views and as an
opportunity for them to give feedback.

3.Results
Three superordinate themes, and eight subthemes,
emerged from the data. A summary is provided in Table 2.
The results section will consider each theme, with
quotations used for illustration. Attention will be paid to
the general ideas found across participants, the nuances
that were important to individuals and the connections
between these.

Table 2. Summary of Themes
Superordinate Theme (Su.T)

Connection and burden

Participants
contributing
to (Su.T)

All

Sub-theme (ST)

Participants contributing to (ST)

Empathy and negative view of the
diagnoses

All

Feelings of adding to the burden (some
guilt)

All

Acting in the patients’ best interests

Diagnoses together; but separate
and uneven

Sitting with certain uncertainty and
complexity

Diabetes comes first and is often
prioritised
10

All

Fran (D1), Kate (P), Clare (N), Chris (G), Ann (P),
Ashley (P), Alex (G), Mandy (D), Rachel (N),
Sophie (P)
Fran (D), Kate (P), Chris (G), Ann (P), Ashley (P),
Charlotte (D), Mandy (D), Rachel (N), Sophie (P),
Alex (G)

Diagnoses going along in parallel but
difficult to join up.

Fran (D), Kate (P), Chris (G), Ann (P), Charlotte
(D), Mandy (D), Rachel (N),

Complexity of the role

Clare (N), Chris, Kate (P), Charlotte (D), Rachel
(N), Sophie (P)

Diagnostic grey areas can feel difficult

Chris (G), Ann (P), Ashley (P), Charlotte, Alex
(G), Mandy (D), Sophie (P)

Striving for accurate control, sitting with
sub-optimal control of the conditions

Fran (D), Kate (P), Clare, Chris (G), Ann (P),
Ashley (P), Charlotte (D), Mandy (D), Sam (P),
Rachel (N), Sophie (P)

1 Professions are represented in brackets: D- Dietician; P- Paediatrician; N- Specialist Diabetes Nurse; G- Gastroenterologist.
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3.1.Super-ordinate Theme 1: Connection and
Burden
This superordinate theme features a strong connection
from the HCPs to the experiences of the young people and
their families. The empathy and connection perhaps
heightens the challenges involved in making a diagnosis
and supporting the management of the conditions. The
enhanced feeling of responsibility for their role in this
process seems to be managed well through a process of
meaning making; seeing their role as one to keep the child
healthy now and in the future. Experience in the role also
seems beneficial in developing coping strategies.
3.1.1. Empathy and Negative View of the Diagnoses
The nature of having a dual diagnosis was frequently
described negatively and as burdensome for young people;
a sense of connection to the young person and family was
found. All participants talked about the challenges of
having a dual diagnosis. There was repetition of the notion
“it’s bad enough having T1D, but to get CD too”. There
were descriptions of the unfairness of the conditions,
concerns about the impact they may have on the young
person’s quality of life and a sense that it is harder for
those diagnosed with CD experiencing few or no
symptoms (asymptomatic). Empathy was demonstrated by
participants positioning themselves in the shoes of the
young person or parent. Depth of perspective taking may
enhance the emotional connection HCPs have towards the
patients and their experiences.
I think as a parent how hard that would be… I’ve
always thought throughout my whole career, ‘thank
goodness my child doesn’t have diabetes’. And then that
added thought of having to deal with Coeliac disease on
top is a massive challenge. Chris, Gastroenterologist; 2830
However, there was also recognition of the range of
responses found in families, with a feeling of admiration
towards families that coped well with challenges.
3.1.2. Adding to the Burden
Generally, in children with a dual diagnosis, T1D is
diagnosed first. Therefore, children are usually known to
their diabetes team before receiving the CD diagnosis.
Receiving a second lifelong diagnosis evoked compassion
in participants. The language used to describe the second
diagnosis (“the double whammy”, “a slap in the face”,
“extra burden”) suggests how negatively (or realistically)
they view this outcome.
I feel sorry… we know them because they’ve got
diabetes so we’ve engaged with them, so you do feel, we
feel sympathetic, so ‘oh, it’s the last thing they need’, you
sit there and feel ‘ahh, what a shame’, Yeah you do feel
that, you do. You feel ‘ahh, I didn’t want it for them’.
Ashley, Paediatrician; 377-380
All participants shared the view that the second
diagnosis created additional challenges and burden for
young people and their families. Ashley’s excerpt (above)
is reflective of having developed a relationship with the
patient and family, connecting with them and reacting to
the news of the second diagnosis, i.e. “I didn’t want it for
them”. One participant gave an oppositional stance within

this theme, stating there is more to do practically with CD
but that this is no different to managing T1D alone.
Almost half of the participants gave an account that
portrayed a sense of responsibility, and in some cases guilt,
for their role in ‘giving’ patients an extra set of issues to
manage.
… when you throw in… Coeliac disease as well, you’re,
you’re putting another pressure on the child…. you do feel
bad kind of… having to lump something else on them …
you feel bad, feel awful for the child. Fran, Dietician; 83102
Children with T1D who are asymptomatic for CD are
picked up through the CD screening process. In these
situations, the team diagnose a condition they see as
burdensome and advise a GFD. This seems to be one of
the challenges of working with the CD/T1D patient
population, since these are situations where HCPs are not
visibly bringing about improved health for the patient in
the short-term (despite potentially improving health in the
long-term), and perhaps elicit less gratitude from families.
3.1.3. Acting in Their Best Interests
The challenges described by participants were mostly
followed up with descriptions of how they manage these
feelings or make meaning from them. There is reference to
responding differently with increased experience. Perhaps
less guilt is experienced and a process of rationalising
develops over time. Other nuances of this process of
rationalising difficulties in their role included: knowing
you have done as much as you can; following protocol;
and acting in the child’s best interests. Participants
described an important element of their role was to reduce
risk; drawing this meaning from their role is perhaps a
coping strategy, supporting them in bringing about a
burdensome diagnosis and self-management regimes. The
starkness of risk is highlighted in Alex’s quote.
…if you didn’t pick these patients up, if you didn’t
screen them, what actually are the risks to the patient of
gut cancer, other autoimmune conditions and bone issues
or infertility… I actually don’t honestly know that we truly
really know what the proper risks are……. but it’s not
zero… Alex, Gastroenterologist; 209-220.

3.2.Superordinate Theme 2: Diagnoses are
Together; but Separate and Uneven
This superordinate theme suggests there are varied
views on prioritisation of the two conditions. Despite
participants acknowledging the importance of CD, the
dominant stance and tone was of T1D being prioritised by
young people, families and the healthcare teams.
Associated with this prioritisation, some professionals
reported concerns about mixed messages being given to
families, which can make their role more challenging.
Barriers to providing equal care for both conditions
included lack of time in clinic and lack of resources. The
use of a joint clinic for the two conditions was reported to
be helpful in demonstrating an equal weighting to families.
3.2.1. Diabetes Comes First and Is often Prioritised
Narratives comparing the conditions were provided by
seven participants. The dominant view described T1D as
more severe and risky in the short and long-term. Ashley
portrayed an interesting analogy of quantifying the burden.
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… if you look at the weighted burden of managing a
gluten free diet versus the weighted burden of managing
diabetes, the diabetes burden is far greater. I think if they
were to be able to quantify those on a set of scales, the
burden of diabetes is greater. Ashley, Paediatrician; 4449
Participants spoke respectfully about the challenges
experienced with CD, however there was an inclination
towards describing T1D as the “worse” condition to have.
This was linked to the possibility of reversing the
symptoms of CD as long as the GFD is followed, and their
view of the complications associated with both conditions.
An opposing stance to this was depicted by Charlotte and
Clare; they described how CD can be more arduous on a
daily basis for families. Perhaps the HCP’s role is an
influencing factor on this perception, with dieticians and
nurses seeing different challenges based on the type of
contact they have with families.
Participants described young people and families
prioritising T1D over CD. This interpretation was linked
to how families view the risks of T1D as higher, perhaps
lacking the energy and resources to manage another
condition or in some cases a lack of CD symptoms. This
trend also emerged within the HCPs, with six reflecting a
sense of priority towards the management of T1D or a
perception that it is prioritised by others in the team.
However, contrary to this, Mandy (dietician) was clear in
her message of giving equality to both in order to treat the
whole rather than the parts:
I don’t look at it as one or the other. For me they’re
both equally as important, from a dietetic point of
view ….we’re looking at it from the whole thing. Mandy,
Dietician; 258-259
It seems reasonable to assume that diabetes teams
would be inclined towards prioritising T1D based on it
being the team focus, and considering the immediate,
serious consequences of poorly controlled T1D. However,
viewing the two conditions discretely perhaps creates
barriers to working with the conditions more holistically.

the message it sends to families. Charlotte’s narrative
suggests inconsistent messages can make her role difficult;
she talks about less consistency with the team’s approach
to CD, compared to T1D:
…always the first thing is getting the diabetes under
control and everybody agrees and quite often it’s led from
the doctors, they’ll be like ‘don’t worry about the gluten
free diet’ but then that’s a difficult situation when later
down the line you’re trying to then re-engage. Definitely
for the Coeliac disease there isn’t as much of a team
message, it tends to be more to the dietician that is
constantly as the families would say ‘on at them’ whereas
the doctors kind of leave it to us to deal with. Charlotte,
Dietician; 522-537
There was also a feeling of hierarchy within these
extracts; perhaps that families pay more attention to the
advice given by the consultant. One of the three services
offer a joint annual review, which was described as
sending a subtle but positive message to the families about
the importance of both conditions.

3.2.2. Diagnoses Going along in Parallel but Difficult to
Join up

Five participants raised the issue of working with a
condition that is not their area of specialty. This theme is
illustrated by contributions from a diabetologist and
gastroenterologist:
… being a diabetologist and not a gastroenterologist…
sometimes we feel uncomfortable about them [diabetes
patients with CD] and you’re not quite sure what exactly
is the right thing to do. Sophie, Paediatrician; 104-108
… I do tend to hold back and not give as much
information as I would do with children with just Coeliac
disease. So I find that I’m probably not giving as much
helpful information in an interaction… you’re avoiding
mixed messages and saying the wrong thing. Chris,
Gastroenterologist; 124-134
A lack of confidence was expressed by participants
about working with the opposing condition to their
specialist area; feelings of unhelpfulness and uncertainty
were frequently described. Charlotte spoke of wearing two
hats with dual diagnosis patients:
… it’s remembering that through the consultation that
they’ll ask you what about this? What about that? …. I
find that quite difficult erm to remember to have both your
hats on all the time with these patients and kind of
remembering all aspects. Charlotte, Dietician; 285

Participants referred to factors that appear to create
barriers to working with the conditions equally. Chris
reflects a sense of responsibility to families to discuss
their CD diagnosis, however, due to clinic resources, often
cannot see them within a preferred time frame:
…..clinics are so full that they’re always too full to see
children in a very timely manner and this is something
that I’m conscious of, that by the time I’m often seeing
them too long has gone by and I’m often erm feeling er
that er, that we perhaps should’ve met up sooner… you
might have already heard the diagnosis from the diabetic
team. Chris, Gastroenterologist; 138-145
The phrases and tone used were indicative of
deliberation, perhaps reflecting that the system is not ideal
to fit the way Chris would like to support families. There
appeared to be no additional time in appointments for dual
diagnosis patients, which created a challenge to covering
everything, more so if there were difficulties with one of
the conditions. The importance of providing a consistent
message to families about how to manage the conditions
was indicated by half of the participants. The value of
consistency from the team was linked to gaining trust and

3.3. Superordinate Theme 3: Sitting with
Certain Uncertainty and Complexity
Within this superordinate theme, professionals revealed
the complexity that can exist within their roles; however
they coped with this via processes of knowing their limits,
being honest with families and seeking support. The
rewards from “clear-cut cases” (symptomatic with clear
CD diagnosis) seem to buffer the negative experiences of
the “grey cases”(asymptomatic or unclear CD diagnosis).
Another source of frustration was reported as coming from
patient poor self-management, particularly when
professionals lacked any understanding or reasoning for it.
Despite an imbalance at times between professionals
feeling they are putting a lot of effort in and making little
difference, there is recognition of the need to accept suboptimal control and maintain engagement.
3.3.1. Complexity of the Role
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There was a tone here of needing to know or remember
a lot and perhaps being asked questions outside her
comfort zone. Charlotte commented on the quality of the
service offered to dual diagnosis patients; she perhaps felt
responsible for offering the same specific knowledge and
service for CD as the patient would have if managed by
the GI team. Kate provided a different stance on
complexity below; she again puts onus on the dietician to
have the specialist CD skills.
I think you probably don’t need specialist er clinical
skills to look after children with Coeliac disease, they
need specialist dietetic skills but not doctor skills really.
Kate, Paediatrician; 100-102
Participants described managing complexity by being
honest with families about not having all of the answers
and going to the ‘expert’ for advice (gastroenterologist or
dietician). Having an expert to consult in such situations
appeared to offer reassurance. The nature of responding to
two conditions when you are a specialist in one appeared
to add an element of complexity for some. There were
extremes to this idea represented: for some it resulted in
them feeling out of their comfort zones, less helpful or
feeling that they were providing a lesser service. Others
did not think that specialist skills were required or
acknowledged that specialist skills were held by different
professionals, with whom they could consult.

the effect of having another diagnosis because they get
exhausted by it all don’t they, can’t continue to carry all
this burden, … it’s complex. Ashley, Paediatrician; 69-80
HCPs are trained to follow evidence-based practice;
when this is not clear it perhaps makes it difficult to make
recommendations. Ann’s quote (below) is an example that
once again, empathy is reflected by participants
considering ‘what would I do in that situation?’. And
again, they manage this challenging position by being
honest with the families about the facts, allowing them to
make their decision about how they want to manage the
condition, and turning to the “experts” for guidance.
…we all have discussions amongst ourselves, what
would we do in that situation? … you feel if all the people
in their specialist fields have a degree of uncertainty then
perhaps we don’t know…. So yes, there is definitely some
uncertainty about what to advise. Ann, Paediatrician;
316-328
In the grey cases, there seems to be an element of
reassurance in the fact that the team has ongoing contact
with the young person, and therefore they have the
opportunity to detect health changes. There was also an
element of acceptance from three of the consultants about
the reality of medicine not always being certain.

3.3.2. Diagnostic Grey Areas

Participants acknowledged the range of patients they
see. Nearly all participants referred to having families who
responded very well and worked with the team; these were
seen as the rewarding or easier cases. However, poor selfmanagement was described as one of the challenges.
Frustration when management of the conditions could be
better was noted by eight participants. This was linked to
concerns about health risk, and a sense of putting in a lot
of effort but not seeing changes was described as
“disheartening” (Sophie; 222).
It’s hard, it’s frustrating….. if the parents don’t take it
on board then the young person isn’t going to take it on
board…that’s why I worry, that’s what we’re here for, to
try and reduce you know the risks to future health. Rachel,
Nurse; 227-142
The pivotal role of families in promoting effective
management was highlighted by eight participants. A
strong sense of empathy was shown for the challenges to
families, however frustrations seemed to peak in cases
where they cannot see why a family is unable to follow
recommendations or “do the right thing”, as shown in
Charlotte’s quote below. This perhaps reflects the
complexity of psychosocial issues impeding adherence,
which may be difficult to identify.
… it’s very difficult…. we’ve got the child’s best
interests at heart and you are trying to support the
families…there are plenty of other families that are in the
same situation and they are managing to manage their
diabetes and their gluten free diets. Charlotte, Dietician;
151-155.
There was a stance from participants of needing to
accept when management of the conditions is not ideal.
This was in acknowledgement of T1D and CD being
difficult conditions to manage day-in and day-out. The
idea of sub-optimal control being ‘good enough’ in some
situations may be challenging to HCPs, who train from a
medical model to alleviate symptoms and disease. It

There are uncertainties in the diagnosis, evidence base
and management for the dual diagnosis and asymptomatic
patients, described by half of participants.
…there always is er an element of uncertainty, because
a positive blood test doesn’t equate to actually having the
full blown picture of Coeliac disease. So er, they will
sometimes go away with a degree of uncertainty and that
causes anxiety… Chris, Gastroenterologist; 69-71
In circumstances where a diagnosis of CD is unclear, it
seems that this brings trickiness for HCPs. Uncertainty in
diagnosis can create anxiety in families, which might be a
parallel process for HCPs too. Asymptomatic patients and
those testing positive on the blood test (tTG) but negative
on the endoscopy (‘grey cases’) seem the most
challenging. Participants spoke about their uncertainty of
not knowing what is the “right thing to do” with the grey
cases. Circumstances where they were unable to give a
definitive answer or were not able to see that they were
making a positive difference might make management
more challenging.
…on the one hand it’s a very rewarding condition
because it’s a simple change of diet, albeit a big change
for families, but you’ve made them better and you’ve
reduced all those risks and they feel better. I think the
more difficult ones are the patients that are asymptomatic.
Alex, Gastroenterologist; 105-113
Five participants spoke of uncertainty in the evidence
base for asymptomatic patients, with reference to the lack
of good quality longitudinal research into the effects of
not following a GFD for asymptomatic patients. The
“best” treatment options for asymptomatic patients are
described by Ashley as an “unknown”:
… what really is the best treatment, and that’s an
unknown….. is there a benefit to glycaemic control to go
on a gluten free diet? And that is very debatable. Because
actually there may be evidence that actually, you exclude

3.3.3. Striving for Accurate Control but Accepting
Sub-optimal
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seems that finding a balance between improving control of
the diagnoses and engagement is a key aspect of the HCPs
role, to improve outcomes from a clinical perspective,
while having insight into the capacity of the young person
and family, not “pushing them” to the point of losing them.
… just trying to keep that relationship going … it’s not
perfect but you don't want to lose them, you want them to
keep coming to clinic. Fran, Dietician; 410-416
There was also a theme running through the interviews
of there being a limit to how much HCPs are able to do;
after that it is the young people and families who choose
whether or not they follow advice. This seemed to be
another coping response to managing challenges of the
role.

4. Discussion
The healthcare professionals’ connection to the
experiences of the young people with a dual diagnosis and
their families (particularly their role in making the
diagnosis) was important, and there was a felt sense of
disparity in managing the two conditions. As with other
areas of healthcare in the NHS, participants experienced
uncertainty and complexity within their roles. The use of
adaptive coping strategies and ways of meaning making
were evident in order to combat difficulties in the
presentation of the dual diagnosis, the lack of an evidence
base and to manage how they feel.
Enhanced empathy and connection to patients’
experiences was revealed in this study, which may reflect
a process of building therapeutic relationships. Connection
and compassion towards patients is cited as a wellness
factor associated with the absence of burnout [38], and is
also important to young people with long-term illnesses
and their families [39]. Therefore, the findings of empathy
and connection in this study are likely to be a positive
influence on HCPs’ wellbeing, the therapeutic relationship
and patient care.
HCPs experienced a range of presentations working
with a dual diagnosis, from “clear-cut cases”
(symptomatic for CD with positive biopsy results) to
“grey cases” (asymptomatic or those whose CD diagnosis
is not certain following biopsy). In “clear-cut cases”,
facilitating a diagnosis and health improvement were
reported as highly rewarding for participants. However, in
the “grey cases”, the sense of adding to patients’ burden
by screening and possibly finding an additional life-long
diagnosis was less rewarding; this led to unease in most
participants and feelings of guilt in some. The experiences
told here support the findings by previous research [40]
summarising that patient interactions for clinicians are a
source of both satisfaction and emotional stress; the
feeling of making a difference is important for physician
wellbeing and can buffer stressful encounters. So within
the range of dual diagnosis cases, circumstances where
HCPs feel able to make a positive difference are likely to
buffer the effects of the more challenging “grey cases”.
Almost all accounts of challenges were followed up
with narratives that reflect meaning-making, coping, and
appraising of roles and position in healthcare, including:
promoting health; reducing health risks; following
guidelines; and knowing they have done as much as they
can. This process of cognitive reappraisal might serve as a
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protective function and has been cited as a coping strategy
in nurses [41]. The Process Model of Emotion Regulation
(PMER) asserts that emotional impact is altered by
changing how a situation is interpreted; reappraisal can
decrease the experience of negative emotions and increase
positive experience [42]. In this study, the HCPs’ use of
coping strategies to manage difficult experiences perhaps
reflects professional hardiness and may serve to decrease
the risk of burnout and emotional exhaustion.
Narratives and interpretations gave a sense of
disconnection within the dual diagnosis, with a
predominant view of T1D being prioritised. This finding
is not surprising since it is the diabetes teams that also
manage the CD in this study’s sample, which is
generalisable to management across the country.
Interestingly, this theme was also found in a study of
young people (and parents) with the dual diagnosis [28,
unpublished data], where T1D was viewed as more
threatening. It is possible that underlying messages of
prioritising T1D could have clinical implications for
present and future CD management and related physical
and psychological well-being, such as not following the
GFD or seeking support for self-management difficulties.
Professionals predominantly acknowledged the
uncertainty within their roles; however, coping responses
were varied. For some, thinking they have a lack of
expertise in one of the conditions seems to have led to
feelings of unhelpfulness, uncertainty and lack of
confidence, which was found in both diabetes and CD
specialists. It seemed that those who did not experience
this difficulty were those who felt buffered by a feeling of
security brought about by rationalising that it is not their
role to be an expert in both (and they could consult other
‘experts’ for advice) and those who accepted that
complexity and uncertainty are realities of modern day
medicine.
A further source of complexity is working with families
to facilitate optimal health management, and the
frustrations when this is not ideal. Participants reflected
how they strived for the best control for their patients
(related to the reduction of risks), but were left with
feelings of frustration when families who were deemed to
have the resources needed to manage both conditions well,
failed to do so. Psychological assessment and shared
formulations are likely to have potential benefits (for
professionals and patients) at these times. Again, coping
strategies were used in response to poorer health
management. Maintaining contact with families to
monitor health, detect changes and keep them coming
back to clinic were seen as important, along with being
honest about areas of uncertainty, and equipping families
with the facts to make their own decisions. Further
responses involved an acceptance that “sub-optimal
control” is sometimes a reality and a rationale that there is
a limit to their capacity to bring about change.

5. Conclusions
Peer group reflective practice may boost the HCPs’
support network in managing the dual CD/T1D patients.
Regular continuous professional development events are
recommended, to provide opportunities for specialists in
both T1D and CD to share their expertise. Support in
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formulating difficulties in treatment adherence may also
be useful. An increased understanding of psychosocial
issues (i.e., of patients presenting with reduced selfmanagement) could help to reduce frustration for HCPs
and to offer appropriate support for the young person and
family. Despite participants indicating good multidisciplinary
relationships and support, inconsistent messages between
professionals in the team may increase challenges for
some clinicians, particularly those who see their role as
having more responsibility for managing one or other
condition. Moving towards holistic management may
include additional time in consultation, additional resources,
and a dual review clinic.
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